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MINEX CELEBRATES 20 YEARS IN STYLE  

 

Outback Queensland’s premier mining exhibition has come to a close with a 

celebration worthy of its 20 year anniversary; a jam packed rodeo hosted at the 

home of the iconic Isa Rodeo, Buchanan Park. 

Wrapping up 2 big days that saw in excess of 100 exhibitors displaying their products 

and services to crowds totalling in excess of 2,100 the diversity of the program was a 

hit with both exhibitors and guests said Sue Wicks, Manager of Commerce North 

West (event organisers). 

“Having aspects such as the Mine Rescue Challenge, Barkly Hire sky high crane lift, 

the working Fowler steam tractor, product demonstrations and evening functions in 

addition to our exhibitors was really well received this year” 

“We received plenty of positive feedback and although Mother Nature turned down 

the heat the action of the Man v Beast Closing Function last night had the heart rates 

and adrenalin of our exhibitors and sponsors turned up high.” 

A unique occasion to showcase not only what the mining industry has to offer; 

Commerce North West also took the opportunity to highlight one of the Outback’s 

most popular past times ‘rodeo’ to their guests; many from out of town having never 

witnessed the spectacle before.  
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Hailed a very fitting celebration for its 20th consecutive year MineX will now be 

hosted biennially; next to be held in 2017, with the popular Mining the North West 

Conference that use to accompany MineX now to fill alternate years. 

For images from MineX 2015 with thanks Energy Power Systems Australia refer to the 

MineX Facebook page or stay tuned to the Commerce North West website over the 

coming weeks. 

ENDS 

Image: L>R: Commerce North West staff members Gemma Murphy and Sue Wicks get into 

the spirit of the MineX Man V Beast Closing Function with Board Member Deanne Ivers.     
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